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                 FROM THE OC REGISTER      

Nick Tropeano dominates in Angels’ victory over Rangers, but Shohei Ohtani 
goes hitless 

By Jeff Fletcher 

THE GAME: The Angels beat the Texas Rangers, 4-2, behind a scoreless start from Nick Tropeano on 

Sunday in Surprise, Ariz. 

PITCHING REPORT: Tropeano pitched 5-1/3 innings, striking out nine. At one point he struck out five in a 

row. “This was the first time I had the regular D behind me,” said Tropeano, who has mostly pitched in 

“B” games. “Just looking behind and seeing those guys behind you, you have great confidence to go out 

and throw strikes.” 

Tropeano got the start because Garrett Richards, the Angels’ likely opening day starter, took his turn in a 

minor league game. It is likely that Tropeano is ticketed to begin the season in the Triple-A rotation. 

“There are eight of us competing for five or six jobs,” Tropeano said. “We’re all major league caliber. 

Either I start at Triple-A or someone else does, but we’re all going to be up there. In order for us to win a 

championship, all of us are going to have to contribute.” 

Left-hander Ian Krol, who is in the running for the last bullpen spot, pitched a perfect ninth, with two 

strikeouts. 

HITTING REPORT: Shohei Ohtani went hitless in four at-bats, all against lefties. Manager Mike Scioscia 

said they still expect Ohtani, a left-handed hitter, should have no more trouble with lefties than righties. 

“Right now he’s working on timing, whether it’s lefty or righty,” he said. “He’s getting there.” 

Ohtani said he’s still getting used to facing unfamiliar pitchers who are throwing him pitches he did not 

see in Japan. Against lefty Martín Pérez, Ohtani reached on an error and hit a broken-bat liner back to 

the mound. He struck out looking against sidearmer Alex Claudio, who held lefties to a .146 average last 

season. 

Ohtani also struck out against minor leaguer Brady Feigl. Ohtani is now 2 for 24 in Cactus League games. 

Scioscia said he’s planning to start him again on Monday. 

Justin Upton singled twice and walked. Zack Cozart blasted a ball that seemed to be a certain homer, but 

a stiff wind knocked it down and it hit the left-field wall for a double. Chris Carter had two hits, including 

an RBI double. 
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DEFENSE REPORT: Cozart made a throwing error, his first error of the spring at third. He is learning to 

play the position this spring, after spending his entire career at shortstop. Cozart later made a nice play 

on a high bouncing grounder, starting a double play. 

UP NEXT: Angels (Osmer Morales) vs. Mariners (Christian Bergman), 6 p.m., Tempe Diablo Stadium, Fox 

Sports West/KLAA (AM 830) 

 
 
Angels catcher Martin Maldonado looks to stay stronger at the plate this season 

By Jeff Fletcher 

TEMPE, Ariz. — The book on Martín Maldonado’s 2017 season could be titled: “Too much of a good 

thing.” 

In Maldonado’s first season as the Angels’ catcher, his defense behind the plate proved to be so good 

that he played so much that his performance at the plate suffered. 

Although the defense remained elite, enough for Maldonado to win a Gold Glove, the mission for him 

and the Angels this year is to find a formula that allows for him to be productive offensively all season, 

too. 

It starts in the gym. 

“What I missed last year were the in-season workouts,” Maldonado said. “I didn’t do as much as I 

should. I’ve got to find a way to mix in a workout here and there. I didn’t do a good enough job going to 

the gym the way I should.” 

Maldonado, 31, said his offseason workouts remained the same this past winter, but he plans to 

supplement them by getting into the gym more during the season. 

You can excuse Maldonado for not knowing how to prepare his body for catching that volume of games, 

because he’d never done it. 

Maldonado had never caught more than 74 games or 602 innings, having spent his career as a backup 

with the Milwaukee Brewers. When the Angels acquired him, they planned on him catching the majority 

of the games, but they could not have envisioned it being so lopsided. 

He caught 137 games and 1,146 innings, both tops in the majors. As a result, his OPS dropped from .725 

in the first half to .539 in the second half. 

Scioscia, a former catcher who puts extreme value on defense at that position, kept playing Maldonado 

because he remained productive defensively, even as the offense slipped. 
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“I think he held up remarkably well on the defensive side,” Scioscia said. “Having lived that portion of it, 

through a career, there is no doubt when you get to that volume of games catching, there is no doubt it 

reflects in your hitting before your defense. It’s a physical chore to do that.” 

Scioscia said he expects Maldonado “to respond better this year with the experience of doing it last 

year.” 

Maldonado’s new workout routine should help. Also, the Angels are hoping they won’t have to ask him 

to catch that many games, because now they have veteran René Rivera as a backup. Rivera provides a 

closer approximation of what Maldonado can do, offensively and defensively, than Juan Graterol, which 

will allow the Angels to give Maldonado more days off. 

If Maldonado could maintain his defensive production, but hit at his first-half level all season, it would 

be a boost for the Angels. 

“I think I can,” he said. “Last year was a learning experience for me. I think I found out what I did wrong 

in the second half. I’ll get better.” 

Ohtani update 

Shohei Ohtani’s next start will be on Saturday, Scioscia said. They aren’t sure yet if he’ll pitch in the 

major league game, against the Arizona Diamondbacks, or a minor league game. The latter seems more 

likely so they can make sure he gets up to 90-plus pitches. 

So far Ohtani has struggled, both on the mound and at the plate, but the Angels have shown continued 

confidence in his ability to adjust. 

Before Sunday’s game, Ohtani spent some time talking to Rangers reliever Chris Martin, who was his 

teammate with the Nippon Ham Fighters. 

Martin said he believes Ohtani will be able to make the transition to the majors. He said the difference 

in the balls — they are more slick in the majors than Japan — is magnified in Arizona because of the 

thin, dry air. 

“He’ll be just fine,” Martin said. “Like I said he has confidence. And it’s spring training. He’s getting used 

to the balls. The air here is real thin. Me, too, I’m on the same boat trying to get used to the balls and 

the way guys trying to get the ball in the air here and you see how the ball flies. It’s just an adjustment 

that he’s going to have to make and you know how good of a player he is.” 

Also 

Garrett Richards, the Angels likely opening day starter, threw six scoreless innings, with six strikeouts 

and no walks, in a Triple-A game on Sunday. The Angels are having several of their starters work in 

minor league games this week to ensure they can reach their maximum pitch count as they approach 
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opening day. Tyler Skaggs will work in a minor league game on Monday, with Osmer Morales starting in 

the major league game… 

Albert Pujols went 4 for 7 with a homer in the Triple-A game. Pujols was playing in that game so he could 

get more at-bats. Chris Young , who is still catching up after missing a few weeks with a strained calf, 

also played in the game. He is trying to maximize his at-bats without having to play an entire game in the 

outfield… 

Nolan Fontana played the field in a major league exhibition for the first time in nearly three weeks. He 

had been out with shoulder inflammation, although he started to hit last week. 

 

          FROM THE LOS ANGELES TIMES      

Ian Kinsler has been putting on show for the Angels 

By Jeff Miller 

Given his performance this spring, Ian Kinsler sort of sneaking up on the Angels in the offseason now 

seems entirely appropriate. 

The savvy of a veteran entering his 13th season has been impossible to miss, Kinsler, as one example, 

continually finding ways to advance an extra base in a manner that could almost be described as 

devious. 

His timing and execution have been nearly impeccable. He genuinely has swiped real estate on plays 

that only officially didn't count as stolen bases. 

"There's no doubt when you take that extra base or you can create something on the basepaths, it's the 

icing on the cake," manager Mike Scioscia said. 

The most impressive play for Kinsler came against Texas on March 11, when he scored from first base on 

a Mike Trout groundout to shortstop. Think about how unlikely that sounds for a second. 

Kinsler broke when the ball was struck and, as Jurickson Profar was fielding it and throwing to first, 

hesitated but never stopped running around second. 

His aggressiveness led to first baseman Joey Gallothrowing wildly across the infield, the error allowing 

Kinsler to score just ahead of the throw home. 

Scioscia said such plays "definitely can give you a lift," Kinsler providing the Angels with some newfound 

fire at the top of their batting order. 
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Entering Sunday, and in another game against the Rangers, one of his former teams, Kinsler was hitting 

.321 with a .472 on-base percentage. No Angel had scored more runs than his nine. 

"Batter's box offense is still the lion's share of what you're going to create," Scioscia said. "But what you 

do on the bases definitely complements that." 

Kinsler, 35, joined the Angels in December in a trade with Detroit that came together so unexpectedly 

that it forced general manager Billy Eppler to ask Zack Cozart to switch from second base to third base. 

This, in a story that's already a part of 2018 Angels lore, happened only a day after Eppler had asked 

Cozart to switch from shortstop, where he had played pretty much his entire career, to second base. 

The Angels and Tigers had first discussed a Kinsler trade around the July 31 deadline. Those talks 

continued on and off after the season. 

On the morning of the news conference at which Shohei Ohtani was introduced, Eppler reached out to 

Detroit again. The response he received was less than enthusiastic. 

"My temperature on it felt fairly cold," Eppler said. "It didn't feel like there was anything really there." 

At the subsequent winter meetings, as nothing changed on the Kinsler front, Eppler focused on pursuing 

Cozart, who was a free agent and eventually agreed to become an Angel. 

Before Cozart could fly to Southern California for his physical, the Tigers contacted Eppler and the once-

dead Kinsler deal not only was alive again but completed a short time later. 

Just that quickly, the Angels had someone with practical experience to place at the top of their lineup. 

Last season, the Angels didn't have a true leadoff hitter, only eight guys who at one point or another 

batted first. Four of those eight are no longer with the club. 

From that batting position, they ranked 21st in on-base percentage, 22nd in on-base-plus-slugging 

percentage and 22nd in runs in 2017. 

Kinsler's spring training, at least, suggests those numbers should change for the better. 

"I think he's doing what we anticipated," Scioscia said. "You're seeing him set the table. You're seeing 

him with big hits. …He's more than just a guy who is going to hit first for us. He's an important part of 

our lineup." 

Ohtani goes hitless 

Trying to gain some traction in his first big league spring training, Ohtani had four tough, and hitless, 

plate appearances against Texas. He faced a left-hander each time. 
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He went 0 for 2 against starter Martin Perez, and 0 for 1 against each Alex Claudio and minor 

leaguer Brady Feigl. For his career, Claudio has limited left-handers to 36 hits in 209 at-bats, a .172 

average. 

Ohtani struck out twice, lined out and reached on an error. He is two for 24 for the spring with nine 

strikeouts. 

"I'm trying to get my swing right," he said through an interpreter. "I've been fouling off a lot of pitches I 

shouldn't be fouling off." 

Scioscia said Ohtani likely will be the designated hitter again Monday when the Angels play Seattle at 

Tempe Diablo Stadium. 

"I feel like I can't let the pitchers dictate my timing," he said. "I have to find my own rhythm." 

Ohtani's next pitching appearance will come Saturday, possibly in a minor league game. 

The Angels' final game in Arizona also is Saturday, at home, against the Arizona Diamondbacks. 

Richards is sharp 

Garrett Richards pitched six scoreless innings in a triple-A game against the Colorado Rockies. He struck 

out six batters and walked none, and threw 88 pitches, 58 for strikes. In the same game, Albert 

Pujols went four for seven with a home run. 

By having them play in a minor league game, the Angels could more directly control Richards' pitch 

count and get Pujols more at-bats than he would have received against Texas. 

 
Spring Training: Angels 4, Texas 2 

By Jeff Miller 

AT THE PLATE: Zack Cozart drove in the Angels' first two runs on a fielder's choice and a double, 

doubling his RBI total for the spring. The team's new third baseman is hitting .303, although he did make 

a throwing error Sunday. Kole Calhoun had a double in three at-bats, continuing a fine spring during 

which he's batting .424. Calhoun is coming off a season in which his average dipped to .244 and the 

slugging percentage to .392. Carlos Perez and Chris Carter had RBI doubles. 

ON THE MOUND: Nick Tropeano pitched into the sixth inning in the best Cactus League start yet for the 

Angels. He gave up two hits and two walks in 5 1/3 scoreless innings. The right-hander struck out nine 

batters, including five in a row during one stretch. He picked off a runner at first base. Blake Wood gave 

up one hit but got the final two outs of the sixth inning. Jim Johnson surrendered a run and three hits in 

one inning. Johnson's ERA is 3.38 in eight appearances. 
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EXTRA BASES: With a night game set for Monday, Tyler Skaggs is scheduled to pitch in a minor league 

game during the day. … Osmer Morales, a nonroster invitee, will start the Cactus League game. 

UP NEXT: Seattle at 6 p.m. Monday at Surprise Stadium. TV: FS West; Radio: 830. 

 

Angels keep Shohei Ohtani indoors while team is at Tempe Diablo Stadium 

By Jeff Miller 

While the topic of where Shohei Ohtani should open the season remained a lively one, the question of 

where he actually was Saturday also surfaced. 

Ohtani did not join his teammates on the field at Tempe Diablo Stadium, the Angels instead having him 

do most of his morning work indoors, including studying video with pitching coach Charles Nagy. 

His readiness for the start of the Angels' season has come into question with his recent struggles as a 

pitcher and hitter. 

There has been speculation Ohtani could open in the minors, although the Angels remain unwavering in 

their public support and belief that he will be ready for opening day. 

Later Saturday, the team even shifted its original plans that called for Ohtani to hit in a minor league 

game Sunday. Instead, he will start as the designated hitter when the Angels play Texas. 

Manager Mike Scioscia explained that players missing on-field work is not unusual, the difference this 

time being that the attention on Ohtani made his absence more obvious. 

As an example, several photographers at one point Saturday were spotted scrambling to capture images 

of Ohtani walking toward the batting cages. 

"It's not outside the realm of what we do with other pitchers," Scioscia said. "Sometimes, you don't 

realize when [Matt] Shoemaker's not here or when [Garrett] Richards isn't here. It happens. It's part of 

how we try to get concepts across to a pitcher." 

On Friday, Ohtani gave up seven runs and retired only four Colorado Rockies. He was pulled after 50 

pitches and went to the bullpen to throw the equivalent of another three innings. 

"I think Shohei is very close," Scioscia said. "I thought you saw the stuff there, especially getting out of 

that first inning. There are some things he's very close on, he's working on." 

In four starts this spring, including "B" games, Ohtani has given up 15 earned runs in 8 1/3 innings. Of 

the 25 batters he has retired, 19 have been by strikeout. 

As a hitter, he finished his first Cactus League game with a single and two walks in three plate 

appearances. Since then, he's one for 19. 
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With Ohtani playing against the Rangers, Scioscia said Albert Pujols will hit Sunday in a minor league 

game, a common spring-training practice when trying to get players at-bats. 

Ohtani's next pitching appearance remains in question, Scioscia saying only that it wouldn't come before 

Thursday. When he does pitch, it could happen in a minor league game. 

Even with the Angels' continued belief in Ohtani, what remains of spring training will be significant in his 

development. The team's final game in Arizona is Saturday. 

"We're going to pay a lot of attention this week to getting him where he needs to be," Scioscia said. "He 

works very hard. When he gets back out there, hopefully we'll get the results he's looking for." 

No freebies from him 

It is one of the more interesting statistics on Parker Bridwell's record as an Angel, the fact he didn't 

allow a stolen base last season in 121 innings. 

Bridwell is swift with his delivery to the plate, something that discourages even the best base stealers. 

But he instead credited Gold Glove-winning catcher Martin Maldonado and did so about as completely 

as possible. 

"That's all him," Bridwell said. "That has nothing to do with me. I'm quick to the plate. I get that. But 

runners in the big leagues are fast enough to time anything. Because of him, I never had to worry about 

a base-runner stealing second." 

In his first season as a full-time starter, Maldonado cemented his reputation as a defensive ace. 

Among catchers, he had the second-highest caught-stealing percentage and second-best fielding 

percentage and was third in defensive WAR. 

Tuning up some more 

Richards, who's expected to be the opening-day starter, will pitch Sunday in a minor league game. That 

will be his fifth start, meaning he'll likely make one more before the Angels begin the regular season 

March 29 in Oakland. 

Nick Tropeano, one of the candidates battling for a rotation spot, will start in the Angels' Cactus League 

game Sunday against Texas. 

John Lamb started for the Angels on Saturday against Seattle in nearby Peoria. 

Making moves 

The Angels optioned Jose Fernandez and Matt Thaiss to the minor leagues, leaving 43 players in camp. 

The group includes David Fletcher, a middle infielder who was a sixth-round pick in 2015. Last season, 

he reached triple-A Salt Lake, where he hit .254 in 205 at-bats. 
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Trying to complete an unlikely journey to make the opening-day roster, Fletcher, 23, is batting .350 with 

a team-high 14 hits. 

 
Spring Training: Seattle 7, Angels 0 

By Jeff Miller 

AT THE PLATE: Starting a lineup that featured Albert Pujols, Andrelton Simmons and several subs and 

fringe players, the Angels finished with only three singles against four pitchers. The hits belonged to 

Juan Graterol, Chris Carter and Rymer Liriano. Simmons, who has been slowed by a left shoulder strain, 

started as the designated hitter. Pujols walked in two plate appearances. 

ON THE MOUND: Starter John Lamb struck out the first three Seattle batters of the game but then 

struggled. In three innings, he gave up five runs (four earned) and five hits. Manager Mike Scioscia 

praised the performance of reliever Keynan Middleton, who struck out three batters and gave up two 

hits and a walk in 1 2/3 innings. Left-hander Juan Alvarez retired the four batters he faced and lowered 

his earned-run average to 1.08. Felix Pena's bid to make the opening-day roster continued with a 

scoreless inning. 

EXTRA BASES: Eric Young Jr. made a running catch in center field to start a second-inning double play. 

He threw to first to double up former Angel Gordon Beckham. … Rene Rivera threw out Dee Gordon 

attempting to steal second. Gordon has led the majors in stolen bases three of the last four seasons. 

UP NEXT: Texas at 1 p.m. Sunday at Surprise Stadium. TV: FS West; Radio: 830. 

 
Angels Shohei Ohtani remains confident, even as others start to wonder about 
his ability 

By Dylan Hernandez 

Expertise in body language isn't required to figure out there's concern in these parts about Shohei 

Ohtani. 

The consternation can be detected everywhere from the evasive responses of Angels manager Mike 

Scioscia to the downcast reports from scouts who previously forecast stardom for the two-way player 

from Japan. 

About the only person who doesn't look or sound bothered by how Ohtani's spring is unfolding is Ohtani 

himself. 
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Ohtani produced more dispiriting results Friday at Tempe Diablo Stadium, touching 98 mph in a 

scoreless first inning against the Colorado Rockies, only to be pounded for seven runs in the second. He 

registered one out in that second inning and was removed from the game with his pitch count at 50. 

The performance had minimal effect on the demeanor of Ohtani, who maintained an air of casual 

confidence as he fielded questions about his readiness for opening day and the possibility of starting the 

season in the minor leagues. 

Ohtani has a 16.20 earned-run average in four starts, including a couple of scrimmages on minor league 

fields. The right-hander has 19 strikeouts in 8 1/3 innings, but has given up four home runs. Ian 

Desmond and Nolan Arenado homered off him Friday in the Rockies' 18-6 victory over the Angels. 

"I've been able to get hitters out with the pitches I've thrown properly," Ohtani said in Japanese. "I think 

it's more about me than my opponents." 

He's made similar statements about his lack of success at the plate, where he is two for 20 as a left-

handed hitter. 

Ohtani hasn't looked frustrated. Nor has he come across as if he's concealing his frustration. He has 

remained guarded in his interactions with reporters, but has been incredibly polite, making eye contact 

with anyone who asks him a question, even if they are doing so through an interpreter. 

The calm exterior could be a sign of tremendous promise or impending disaster. Either he is certain his 

purported physical genius will allow him to triumph or entirely clueless about the magnitude of the 

challenge he is undertaking. 

That an unproductive exhibition season hasn't driven him to panic should be expected. He's intimately 

familiar with them. 

In spring training before his breakout season as a pitcher in 2015 with the Nippon-Ham Fighters, he 

posted a 7.36 ERA. He became known as a legitimate offensive threat and won an MVP award the 

following year, when he batted well under .200 for the majority of the exhibition season. 

"I've never entered a season without doubts and I'm thinking it will probably be like that to a certain 

degree this year as well," Ohtani said. 

Of course, what makes this situation different is that he's now in the major leagues, not Nippon 

Professional Baseball's Pacific League. 

Scioscia wouldn't say whether Ohtani's place on the opening-day roster is secure and pitching coach 

Charles Nagy wouldn't either. But Ohtani said he hasn't entertained the idea of starting the season in 

the minor leagues. 
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Ohtani's concerns are with the minute details of his craft — as pitcher, maintaining his arm speed in the 

first inning and throwing his forkball properly; as a hitter, learning to time his leg kick to the deliveries of 

major league pitchers, which are quicker than what he typically encountered in Japan. 

With as much as the Angels have invested in Ohtani — they are prepared to use a six-man rotation this 

season — they have no choice but to believe in his talent. 

"Shohei's talent is real," Scioscia said. "Obviously, we believe in it. We anticipate him being ready to 

both pitch and hit when the season starts." 

Ohtani believes, too. 

He was visibly relaxed on the morning of his most recent start, looking like a pitcher preparing for a 

practice instead of an audition. 

Ohtani and his interpreter sat next to each other in the Angels locker room and played video games, 

with Ohtani occasionally looking over and smiling at his companion. At one point, catcher Martin 

Maldonado walked over to speak to Ohtani. They spoke through an interpreter but managed to make 

each other laugh. 

Pitchers generally don't like to be bothered on days of their starts, but not Ohtani. When the Angels hit 

the field for their morning workout, Ohtani signed autographs for fans down the left-field line. 

Opening day was still 13 days away. It was too early for him to be worried. 

 

                 FROM ANGELS.COM       

Nick Tropeano dazzles with 9 K’s in rotation audition 

Scioscia happy with veteran second baseman Kinsler atop lineup 

By Alan Eskew 

SURPRISE, Ariz. -- Right-hander Nick Tropeano had an impressive start against the Rangers, allowing two 

hits over 5 1/3 scoreless innings while striking out nine and walking two. 

He struck out five in a row at one point, sitting down all three hitters he faced in the second inning and 

the first two in the third. 

"This is the first time I really had the regular 'D' behind me," Tropeano said. "Just looking behind and 

seeing those guys with that defense, it gave me great confidence to go out there and just throw strikes." 

Tropeano did not pitch last season after undergoing Tommy John surgery in August 2016. 

http://m.mlb.com/player/607374/nick-tropeano
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"Every time you go out there, you want to do well," Tropeano said. "No matter how good you're feeling, 

you want good results. Sometimes it doesn't happen. 

"In spring, most guys are working on stuff. Like me, I'm working on a lot of stuff. Today was working on 

all of my pitches, trying to be down in the zone, try not to fall behind counts and minimize batters." 

He is trying to forge his way into the Angels' rotation but could open the season with Triple-A Salt Lake. 

"There's what eight of us competing for the five, six [rotation] jobs," Tropeano said. "We're all MLB 

caliber. Either I start at Triple-A or someone else starts. We're all going to be up there. In order for us to 

win a championship like we want to, all of us will have to contribute. It's really what it comes down to." 

Halos happy with Kinsler 

Ian Kinsler should provide what the Angels' offense lacked last season: a second baseman with some 

pop in his bat. 

A conglomeration of Angels second basemen combined to hit .206 last season. Their .327 slugging 

percentage and .601 OPS ranked last in the Majors, while their .274 on-base percentage ranked 29th. 

Enter Kinsler, who was acquired in a Dec. 13 trade with the Tigers. He had a .313 on-base percentage, a 

.412 slugging percentage and a .725 OPS last season. Angels second basemen hit 14 home runs in 2017, 

while Kinsler hit 22. 

The 35-year-old Kinsler will bat leadoff, as he has for the majority of his 12 big league seasons. 

"I think he's doing what we anticipated in the small sample of games that we see," Angels manager Mike 

Scioscia said Sunday. "We've seen him set the table. We've seen him with big hits. We've seen the 

defensive presence. He's more than just a guy that is going to hit first for us. He's an important part of 

our lineup. That's what we're going to focus on." 

Kinsler is hitting .290 in Cactus League play. 

Camp battle 

Right-hander Luke Bard, a Rule 5 Draft pick, gave up a run on two hits, including a triple to Drew 

Robinson in the eighth inning. Bard has a 7.00 ERA in eight relief appearances, allowing nine hits in nine 

innings and has struck out seven, walked two and hit a batter. 

Up next 

Angels right-hander Osmer Morales will start Monday night against the Mariners at Tempe Diablo 

Stadium. Morales has a 7.36 ERA in four relief appearances this spring. First pitch is at 6:10 p.m. PT, and 

the game can be watched live on MLB.TV and heard live on Gameday Audio. 

 
 
 

http://m.mlb.com/player/435079/ian-kinsler
http://m.mlb.com/player/572703/luke-bard
http://m.mlb.com/player/592685/drew-robinson
http://m.mlb.com/player/592685/drew-robinson
http://m.mlb.com/player/591672/osmer-morales
https://www.mlb.com/angels/live-stream-games/2018/03/19
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Ohtani still confident despite struggles at plate 

Japanese two-way player is 2-for-24 in Cactus League play 

By Alan Eskew 

SURPRISE, Ariz. -- Shohei Ohtani is just a millisecond off in a new league where timing is everything. 

Ohtani, baseball's No. 1 prospect according to MLB Pipeline, went 0-for-4 and struck out in his last two 

at-bats in the Angels' 4-2 victory over the Rangers on Sunday. The two-way Japanese player is 2-for-24 

(.083) in the Cactus League. The left-handed-hitting Ohtani faced three Rangers left-handers in his four 

at-bats. 

"Of course I believe I'm still going to have good results," Ohtani said through an interpreter. "I believe in 

myself and I'll keep on working hard every day and the results will follow. 

"After playing a few games, I'm starting to get used to the strike zone a little bit more. I'm trying to get 

my swing right. I'm fouling off a lot of pitches I shouldn't be fouling off." 

In his final at-bat in the eighth inning, Ohtani fouled off several pitches before Rangers reliever Brady 

Feigl struck him out with a high breaking ball. 

"He's getting there," Angels manager Mike Scioscia said. "In fact, his last at-bat he was probably closer 

to where he needs to be. He just missed three pitches before he struck out. He's making progress, for 

sure." 

Scioscia said Ohtani would pitch again on Saturday, the Angels' final day in Arizona. He said he did not 

know if it would be in a Minor League game or against the D-backs in the Cactus League. 

"He just needs to get his timing right," Scioscia said. "Right now, he's working on timing, whether it is 

lefties or righties." 

Ohtani had a better batting average against left-handers in Japan. 

"It's not that I don't like facing lefties," Ohtani said. "I'm sure a lot of lefties in the bullpen are kind of like 

lefty specialists. I don't feel there is a big difference between lefties and righties, but I don't know these 

pitchers yet. It's the first time I've faced them. I don't know what they throw. I don't know their 

routines. It's probably one of the reasons why." 

Ohtani lined out to Rangers starter Martin Perez, who turned to third base and doubled off Kole 

Calhoun. 

"I felt it went off my bat pretty well, but he did break my bat, which means I was a little jammed," 

Ohtani said. 

http://m.mlb.com/player/660271/shohei-ohtani
http://m.mlb.com/prospects/2018/?list=prospects
https://www.mlb.com/gameday/angels-vs-rangers/2018/03/18/534145
http://m.mlb.com/player/621399/brady-feigl
http://m.mlb.com/player/621399/brady-feigl
http://m.mlb.com/player/527048/martin-perez
http://m.mlb.com/player/594777/kole-calhoun
http://m.mlb.com/player/594777/kole-calhoun
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Ohtani did reach first base on a throwing error in his first at-bat. The original plan was for Ohtani to get 

at-bats in a Minor League game Sunday, but that was altered. 

"Albert [Pujols] asked yesterday if he could go down and get a number of at-bats," Scioscia said. "So 

Ohtani was approached about making the bus trip to DH against the Rangers. 

"We weighed the options of him going down and getting five or six at-bats or coming up here and 

getting three or four at-bats against a Major League pitcher. We had both options available as it sorted 

out, [and] this is the best one for Shohei." 

 

                 FROM THE ATHLETIC       

As Ohtani’s struggles continue, is starting the season at Triple A a possibility?  

By Pedro Moura 

TEMPE, Ariz. — Shohei Ohtani has not thrown 200 in-game pitches on American soil. He has not pitched 

into the fourth inning, on the back fields or in a main stadium. He has not done anything, really. 

And yet he has struggled enough that it has become fair to question whether he deserves to start the 

season in Class AAA. One month ago, such a premise was laughable. Then Ohtani began to face 

opposing hitters, and they began to hit him hard.  

Friday marked his worst start yet. Facing a full-strength Colorado Rockies lineup at Tempe Diablo 

Stadium, Ohtani started smoothly but lost control in his second inning. His velocity dropped 3-5 mph, 

and he could not record an out while seven Rockies stepped up to bat and scored. Thirty pitches into the 

inning, 50 into his afternoon, Ohtani exited to deepened doubt. 

“He’s just 23 years old,” said one National League scout in attendance Friday. “Maybe he shouldn’t start 

in the major leagues.” 

Thirteen days remain until opening day. If Ohtani is to be part of the opening-day rotation, he can start 

only twice more until then. Now, what precisely is the point of keeping him here to begin the season? 

We know now how ridiculous it is to obsess over opening-day roster choices. The last man cut is hardly 

less likely to contribute over 162 subsequent games than the last man to make a roster. 

In recent days, manager Mike Scioscia has pivoted questions about Ohtani’s opening-day readiness into 

an answer about practicing a sound process — preparing to pitch well, accepting the vagaries of pitching 

results. He described Ohtani’s own demeanor as “pragmatic.” 
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“Results, we’re looking at results through a different lens than a lot of you guys are,” he said 

before Friday’s game. “We’re looking at the process. It’s all about that process. He’s doing fine.” 

Queried again after the game, Scioscia said the question of whether Ohtani would start with the big 

league club was being asked to “the wrong guy.” Pitching coach Charles Nagy, too, said it was not up to 

him to decide if Ohtani would make the roster. 

No matter what they claim, both men will be involved in any discussion, as will general manager Billy 

Eppler. Ohtani will not, the team maintains. While the Angels wooed Ohtani in part by assuring him he’d 

be a part of decisions involving him, beginning with the hiring of his interpreter, that does not extend to 

his roster status, like any other player. 

When he was asked in December if he could guarantee Ohtani would be on his opening-day roster, 

Eppler laughed heartily before saying he could not. He said a “lot of what we can do with him” would be 

based on his input, but he clarified that statute governed only on-the-field issues. 

“I think he felt that he was always going to be empowered in the discussion, involved in the discussion,” 

Eppler said. “He knows our commitment to his development. We know he's not a finished product.” 

Major League Baseball is full of finished products. Nothing so far has indicated Ohtani cannot become 

one in time and eventually succeed in the majors. He has proved he possesses elite secondary pitches 

and prodigious power. He has not demonstrated an ability to perform better than the Angels’ 

alternatives right now, as a pitcher or as a 2-for-20 hitter, despite the team’s tactics to fit their roster 

better around him. 

Take Friday: He was great in the first inning, pumping fastballs up to 98 mph, spinning sliders that the 

Rockies took for called strikes. He needed 20 pitches to finish it scoreless. While the Angels scored three 

times in the bottom of the inning, he headed behind the dugout to throw against a net, keeping his arm 

warm. 

Still, something clearly changed in the second inning. He attributed it to a diminished arm speed. Each of 

his pitches sunk in velocity, according to multiple scouts in attendance. He lost the ability to place his 

breaking balls where he wanted them. He depended on his fastball when he needed a strike, and both 

Ian Desmond and Nolan Arenado capitalized to launch home runs. Three of the other four hits were far 

more softly struck. 

“Maybe the luck wasn’t on my side a little bit in some of those hits,” Ohtani said through his interpreter 

Ippei Mizuhara. 

Ten of the 16 balls put into play against Ohtani this spring, excluding home runs, have fallen in for hits. 

The expected amount would be about half of that, which would lessen the monstrosity that is his 16.20 

ERA across his four starts. 
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Uniformly, scouts polled believe that Ohtani’s pitches will play at the major-league level. It’s not as if he 

wouldn’t be capable of success if he were thrust into the opening-day rotation. It’s not as if they believe 

the pressure of the major leagues will get to him; pressure appears to have little effect on him. 

The issue is more this: Can he find his hitting timing and his pitching consistency at the same time and in 

no more than two weeks? His pitch count could also be a problem. The Angels had hoped he’d reach 

75 Friday to launch himself to 90 in his next start, the standard baseline for starters. Scioscia said Ohtani 

threw three more simulated innings in the bullpen after his 50, but his established stamina is in doubt. 

Of course, there’s an added benefit to any time spent with the Angels’ affiliate in Salt Lake City: If Ohtani 

is called up after April 12, the Angels will gain control over him for another year — 2024, his age-29 

season. If he becomes what they believe he will, that extra season would easily be worth an extra $30 

million in surplus value to the team. 

The decision to demote him would be justifiable, based on his spring training. The short-term impact 

could be great, the long-term perhaps even better. 

But it would be a decision based on a few hundred pitches thrown and a hundred seen, all in spring. 

“It’s spring training,” Desmond said. “We’re all working on stuff. Unfortunately, he’s gotta do it in front 

of the world.” 

 

                 FROM MLB.COM       

10 days to Opening Day, 10 burning questions 

By Richard Justice 

Opening Day is closing in. There's a different feel to things now. Veterans are getting restless, ready for 

the regular season to begin. Many players -- kids, veterans, long shots -- are nervous about the final 

roster cuts. 

So with regulars playing longer, starting pitchers going deeper and clubhouses emptying out, let's take a 

moment to consider what's still left to be done. 

Here are 10 burning questions 10 days before Opening Day: 

1. Will Shohei Ohtani make the Angels' Opening Day roster? 

That's the last question we thought we'd be asking at this point. Even if Ohtani struggled at the plate, 

there were pretty much zero questions about his pitching. It has been a rough spring on both fronts for 

the 23-year-old, and the Angels have to be wondering if a bit of time in the Minors would help his 

transition. 

http://m.mlb.com/player/660271/shohei-ohtani
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At the plate, Ohtani is 2-for-20 with seven strikeouts. On the mound, he has allowed nine runs (eight 

earned) in 2 2/3 innings. Historical note: At the end of Ichiro Suzuki's first spring with the Mariners, 

almost every scout on the planet predicted he was not ready for the big leagues. That season, he won 

the 2001 American League Most Valuable Player Award and the AL Rookie of the Year Award. 

2. Can CC Sabathia duplicate his 2017 season for the Yankees? 

You have to dig really deep to find pressing questions about these Bronx Bombers. Can first-year 

manager Aaron Boone handle the most high-profile gig in the Majors? Sure he can. Boone is a smart guy 

comfortable in his own skin. Is Giancarlo Stanton ready for the bright lights? 

But one of the keys to the 2018 Yankees is for Sabathia to repeat how he performed with a sort of 

career renaissance in 2017: 27 starts, 3.69 ERA, 1.27 WHIP. One of the reasons general manager Brian 

Cashman stayed away from big-ticket spending on pitching is his belief that at 37, Sabathia can still pitch 

at a high level. 

3. What can the Red Sox expect from Hanley Ramirez? 

First-year manager Alex Cora plans to bat Ramirez third, right in front of J.D. Martinez, which says he's 

expecting something along the lines of the 2016 version of Ramirez -- 30 home runs, 28 doubles and an 

.866 OPS. That Ramirez could make the Red Sox's lineup scary good. 

But if Ramirez has another season like 2017, when he was banged up and inconsistent, Cora will have to 

look at other options. Interesting twist: Ramirez needs 497 plate appearances for his $22 million option 

for 2019 to vest. 

4. Can Derek Fisher be the Astros' everyday left fielder? 

Fisher is one of the prospects who GM Jeff Luhnow would not trade, and now he'll be given an 

opportunity to show that faith was well placed. In manager A.J. Hinch's perfect world, Fisher would play 

left, which would allow Marwin Gonzalez to move around the diamond in a super-utility role. Fisher, 24, 

has just 166 Major League plate appearances and is one of the few unknowns for the defending World 

Series champions. 

5. Will Dodgers shortstop Corey Seager's elbow hold up? 

We should be debating whether Matt Kemp will make the Dodgers and if he can have a great second act 

in Los Angeles. Problem is, Seager's sore right elbow is an increasingly large concern. 

The Dodgers are a deep team built to withstand injuries. But playing for an extended period without one 

of baseball's top best players is a challenge they'd rather not face. 

6. Who bats leadoff for the Cubs? 

Manager Joe Maddon downplays the significance of this problem, and the Cubs scored the second-most 

runs in the National League last season, despite rotating 11 players into the spot without a lot of 

success. Best guess is that it'll again be a leadoff-man-by-committee role, unless someone -- Ian 

Happ? Kyle Schwarber? -- wins it outright. 

http://m.mlb.com/player/400085/ichiro-suzuki
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7. When can Braves fans plan on seeing Ronald Acuna Jr. in the Majors? 

Circle two dates on the calendar: April 13 is the first day Acuna can be brought up and still secure a 

seventh season of contractual control. For maximum splash, April 16 could be the day. That's when the 

Braves return to SunTrust Field to open a seven-game homestand against the Phillies and Mets. Bottom 

line: not much longer. 

8. When will the Cardinals get Alex Reyes back, and what will his role be? 

You may have noticed that the Cardinals didn't sign a top free-agent closer, and even with Greg 

Holland still on the market, president of baseball operations John Mozeliak seems confident about his 

internal options. That probably means Luke Gregerson will be the closer on Opening Day, but the more 

interesting question is how quickly the 23-year-old Reyes is back from Tommy John surgery. 

The best guess for Reyes' return is early May, and while the Cards see him as a No. 1 starter down the 

line, they could ease him back with some bullpen work. To have that 97-mph stuff on the mound closing 

out games would give St. Louis a drastically different look. 

9. Will Evan Longoria have a bounce-back season with the Giants? 

No team has more significant questions than the Giants, from Jeff Samardzija's tough spring to Hunter 

Pence's ability to stay healthy and still play at a high level. There are even questions about how much 

longer Bruce Bochy will want to manage if San Francisco doesn't turn things around. 

But a good place to start is with one of the Giants' new cornerstones. At 32, Longoria is hoping to prove 

that last season's decline was a one-year blip and not the new norm. He's not the only thing that must 

go right for San Francisco to return to the postseason, but he's critically important. 

10. Will Tim Lincecum have a great second act as a reliever for the Rangers? 

Let's hope so. Lincecum's presence makes the entire sport more interesting. Besides that, the guy has 

busted his tail to reinvent himself and get back to the Majors at 33. 

Whether Lincecum makes the Opening Day roster or not, the Rangers have seen enough to think "The 

Freak" has something left in the tank, especially in this new role. 

 
 
Top Prospects: Who’s still up? Who got cut?** 

By Daniel Kramer and Matt Kelly 

With Opening Day nearing, some of MLB Pipeline's finest could be breaking camp with their respective 

big league clubs. 

For many, this spring was their first in Major League camp. Many have shined, some have struggled, but 

all gave their clubs an opportunity to see them compete against Major League competition. With that in 
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mind, here's a breakdown of every one of MLB Pipeline's Top 100 prospects who got a shot in big league 

camp, and whether they're still there or have been sent down. 

STILL COMPETING FOR ROSTER SPOT 

1. Shohei Ohtani, Angels, RHP/DH 

One of the offseason's biggest stories, Ohtani has struggled at the plate (.100/.250/.100) and on the 

mound (nine earned runs in 2 2/3 innings of official Spring Training action, plus a rough outing in a "B" 

game vs. the Tijuana Toros), though he's shown flashes of plate discipline and off-the-charts stuff off the 

bump. Still, given Ohtani's acclaim, it would be a shock if he wasn't in the Angels' rotation come Opening 

Day.  

**Cut to only include Angels-related material. 

 
 
MLB unveils ’18 holiday, special event uniforms 

Major League Baseball on Monday unveiled the full lineup of holiday and special event uniforms that 

will be worn in 2018. 

These holidays and events include: Jackie Robinson Day, Mother's Day, Father's Day, Memorial Day 

weekend and Independence Day weekend. MLB collaborated with New Era, Stance and Majestic to 

create a cohesive uniform design for each event. 

MLB will again donate its licensed uniform royalties that are connected to charitable initiatives. 

Proceeds will be donated to the Jackie Robinson Foundation (Jackie Robinson Day), Susan G. Komen 

(Mother's Day), Prostate Cancer Foundation (Father's Day), Stand Up To Cancer (Mother's Day and 

Father's Day), and MLB Charities (Memorial Day and Independence Day) -- used to support programs for 

service men and women, veterans and military families. 

Holiday and special event items will be coming soon to MLBshop.com. 

 

                 FROM CBS SPORTS       

Angels say it’s ‘too early’ to judge struggling Ohtani, but he could start in minors 
 
Ohtani got blasted for seven runs in 1 1\3 innings on Friday and is struggling at the plate 

By Mike Axisa 

Friday afternoon, a rough Cactus League season continued for Los Angeles Angels wunderkind Shohei 

Ohtani, who got blasted for seven runs in 1 1/3 innings by the Colorado Rockies. Both Ian 

http://m.mlb.com/prospects/2018/?list=prospects
http://m.mlb.com/player/660271/shohei-ohtani
http://www.mlbshop.com/
https://www.cbssports.com/mlb/teams/page/LAA/los-angeles-angels
https://www.cbssports.com/mlb/players/playerpage/2901324/shohei-ohtani
https://www.cbssports.com/mlb/players/playerpage/2901324/shohei-ohtani
https://www.cbssports.com/mlb/teams/page/COL/colorado-rockies
https://www.cbssports.com/mlb/players/playerpage/546867/ian-desmond
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Desmond and Nolan Arenado took him deep, and Ohtani had to leave the game before reaching his 

scheduled pitch count. 

So far this spring Ohtani has struggled both at the plate and on the mound in his relatively limited 

playing time. 

Daren Willman 

Shohei Ohtani batting in Spring Training: 

2 for 20 with 7 Ks, 0 XBH 

Shohei Ohtani pitching in Spring Training: 

2.2 IP, 9 H, 2 BB, 5 K, 3 HRA, 8 ER, 27 ERA 

It should be noted those numbers do not include Ohtani's second spring start, which came in an 

unofficial "B" game. He struck out eight of the dozen batters he faced in that game. 

 

No doubt, Ohtani has struggled so far this spring, which has led to questions about whether he'll actually 

be on the Opening Day roster when the Angels break camp in less than two weeks. Angels GM Billy 

Eppler told Mike DiGiovanna of the Los Angeles Times the team did not give Ohtani any assurances 

about being on the Opening Day roster when they signed him. Here's what Eppler told DiGiovanna 

about Ohtani possibly starting the season in the minors: 

 

"With his tool package, his ability and his athleticism, he's an elite-level prospect," Eppler said. "He's not 

a finished product. Players who are 23 rarely are. They tend to peak at age 25 or 26 to 30."  

...  

 

"It's too early to make a judgment right now," Eppler said. "I know there's an inherent human desire to 

want to know. We're intellectually curious. But often times, you have to allow things to develop a little 

bit before getting to that point of trying to figure something out."  

 

Because of his age (23) and MLB's international free agent rules, Ohtani was only eligible to sign a minor 

league contract this offseason, meaning he is not on the 40-man roster. The Angels could easily reassign 

him to the minor leagues at the end of spring training without having to burn an option year or put him 

on waivers or anything like that. 

 

Sending Ohtani to Triple-A would allow the Angels to get him more work on both sides of the ball in an 

environment where winning doesn't really matter. They could bring him along slowly and allow him to 

get comfortable before calling him up to the show. Also, 16-plus days in the minors would push his free 

agency back from the 2023-24 offseason to the 2024-25 offseason. Ohtani certainly wouldn't be the first 

top young player to have his service time manipulated in such a way. 

https://www.cbssports.com/mlb/players/playerpage/546867/ian-desmond
https://www.cbssports.com/mlb/players/playerpage/1755142/nolan-arenado
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For what it's worth, one of Ohtani's former teammates with the Nippon Ham Fighters said Ohtani always 

tends to perform poorly in spring training before turning it on for the regular season. 

Surely the Angels are hoping that will be the case. Opening Day is one week and five days away now, 

meaning Ohtani likely has two more games as a pitcher and five or six more games as a DH before the 

start of the regular season. That could be enough to convince the Angels he is ready to start the season 

on the big league roster and contribute to a postseason hopeful. 

But, if Ohtani continues to struggle, the Angels might not have any choice but to send him to Triple-A 

until he gets acclimated, even if manipulating his service time is not a primary goal. 

 
30 Players: Ohtani, Barreto Top List of Best Prospects in AL West 
 

The Houston Astros ran away with the American League West in 2017 and then went on to cap it all off 

with an incredible World Series win. Houston developed a young core amid some trying seasons, and it 

all came to fruition last year. The ‘Stros are built for now and for the future, and they should have no 

problem winning the division once again this year. Despite the clear gap, the Anaheim Angels made the 

move of the off-season signing Shohei Ohtani from Japan, the Seattle Mariners and Texas Rangers won’t 

go quietly, and the Oakland Athletics have major prospects nearing their debuts. Here’s a look at one 

young player from each team who can break out in ’18. 

Derek Fisher, Outfielder, Houston Astros 

The defending World Series Champion Astros are loaded, and with so much of their talent young and 

locked in for some time, it’s not going to be easy for any additional prospects to make their mark on the 

’18 Astros. Houston’s top position player prospect, outfielder Kyle Tucker, was recently sent down to the 

Minors, as was expected. A major reason for that — other than service time and the fact that Tucker 

hasn’t played at Triple-A yet — is Fisher. The Astros want to give Fisher, a top prospect and former first-

rounder in his own right, a long look in left field in order to see what he can do. If Fisher isn’t getting it 

done, it’ll be Tucker’s time to shine by mid-summer. If Fisher becomes a consistent force in the lineup, 

Houston could even opt to shop Tucker at the trade deadline for the right deal. The important thing is 

that it’s becoming clear Fisher is going to get his shot as a starter in left field, so he’ll be one player fans 

will want to keep a close eye on early this season. 

Fisher appeared in 53 games for the ’17 Astros, but didn’t hit much (.212/.307/.356). In 84 games at 

Triple-A, however, the 24-year-old stole 16 bases and hit 21 homers with a .318/.384/.583 line, so it’s 

clear why the team wants to give Fisher a crack at a steady role on the team this year. The 20-20 

potential is clear, and ZiPS projections are actually quite bullish this year. They have Fisher playing 131 

games with 22 homers, 17 steals and a .243/.322/.438 slash. 

Shohei Ohtani, Pitcher/DH, Los Angeles Angels 
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The story of the off-season, the ‘Babe Ruth’ of Japan signed with the Angels and has everyone talking 

about what he could do this season as the first player in quite some time to attempt to be both a 

starting pitcher and everyday player at DH for Los Angeles. When Ohtani signed, the 23-year-old was 

immediately ranked as the No. 1 or 2 prospect in baseball. It’s a rarity that Japanese players come to 

MLB this young, especially players with the hype surrounding Ohtani. The 6-foot-4 right-hander was bit 

by the injury bug last year, but he played 169 games the past two seasons in Japan and hit a combined 

30 homers with 98 RBIs and a .326 average — but that’s not all. Over that same span, Ohtani ALSO went 

13-6 with a 2.06 ERA and 203 strikeouts. 

The possibilities are endless with Ohtani, though there is also some concern. Aside from the obvious 

difficulties of transitioning from Japan to the Majors and the unknown commodity of being an pitcher 

who plays everyday, Ohtani has a somewhat lengthy injury history and has also struggled this Spring. 

Ohtani had just two hits in his first 29 at-bats (.083) with nine strikeouts, and on the mound he gave up 

eight earned runs in just 2 2/3 innings in his first two starts. Nonetheless, Ohtani will have all eyes on 

him this season for a reason. ZiPS projects the Japanese phenom to go 10-7 with a 10.16 K/9 and 3.47 

ERA in 23 starts and hit 14 homers with a .252/.313/.438 slash. 

Willie Calhoun, Outfielder, Texas Rangers 

The Texas Rangers have much of their lineup locked in, but the outfield is one area of intrigue. Aside 

from obvious starter Nomar Mazara in right, it’s expected to be Delino Deshields in center and Drew 

Robinson and/or Ryan Rua in left to start the season. Deshields has plenty of value on the team given his 

speed, but left field is a spot Calhoun could be taking very soon. The Rangers’ No. 2 prospect, who came 

to the team in the July Yu Darvish trade with the Los Angeles Dodgers, hit 31 hrs with a .300/.355/.572 

slash in Triple-A last year, Those aren’t really the numbers of someone who needs more seasoning in the 

Minors, but the Rangers are concerned about his defense and did send him down last week after he 

hit .243 with one home run and five RBIs in 13 Cactus League games. 

Formerly a second baseman, Calhoun was recently moved to the outfield where he has struggled. While 

that added to the hesitancy in giving Calhoun the job right away this year, it’s not something that’s going 

to stop him from being an everyday player with the Rangers soon if he continues to mash baseballs. The 

23-year-old not only hits for power, but average as well. He is a career .286 hitter in three Minor League 

seasons and has struck out in just 12 percent of his at-bats during that span. ZiPS buys big into Calhoun, 

projecting him to hit 28 homers with a .277 average in 142 games. Look for Calhoun in Texas sooner 

than later. 

Dan Vogelbach, First Baseman, Seattle Mariners 

Spring Training doesn’t always have a major impact on starting lineups, but it does when you do what 

Vogelbach is doing. The 25-year-old slugger is forcing his way into the starting lineup as he is near the 

top of the Spring leaderboard in extra-base hits (10) and was 16-for-40 (.400) through 15 games. An 

injury to Ryon Healy cracked the window open for Vogelbach and he has burst through it. A former 

second-round pick of the Cubs, Vogelbach came over to the Mariners in a trade in ’16 and has done 
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nothing but hit in the Minors. The 250-pounder hit 17 homers with a .290/.388/.455 slash line last 

season in Triple-A and has 100 homers and a .287/.390/.476 slash in 669 Minor League games. 

It was expected that Vogelbach would spend at least the early part of the season in Triple-A, but the 

Mariners are not going to turn away from him as long as he stays hot. Given his Minor League pedigree, 

his spring performance shouldn’t come as much of a shock. While he’s obviously not going to hit .400 

this season, Vogelbach has the legitimate pop and on-base skills to stick around. He’ll have to keep 

hitting though, as Healy recently made his Spring debut and is coming off a 25-homer season with the 

A’s. ZiPS has Vogelbach with 17 homers, 64 RBIs and a .333 OBP in 133 games for the Mariners this year. 

Franklin Barreto, Infielder, Oakland Athletics 

The 22-year-old Barreto, the A’s No. 1 prospect, was the key return in the ’14 Josh Donaldson trade with 

the Blue Jays. Barreto has been climbing Baseball America’s Top 100 since ’15 and is now having a torrid 

spring while trying to force Oakland’s hand in winning an infield spot despite the prevailing thought that 

he may still be a year away. Through 15 games this Spring, Barreto went 13-for-40 (.325) with two 

triples, three homers and seven RBIs. Despite the hot start, it’s very unlikely Barreto begins the season in 

Oakland with incumbent veterans Marcus Semien and Jed Lowrie blocking his way at shortstop and 

second base, respectively. Fortunately for Barreto, the rebuilding A’s won’t waste him down in the 

Minors if he continues to hit, and 33-year-old Jed Lowrie isn’t going to be much help on a team focused 

on the future. 

Oakland would like to see Barreto’s 27.6 K% drop this year, and his .197 average in 25 games with the 

big club last year didn’t do him any favors. His power has steadily developed throughout the Minors, and 

the middle infielder hit a career-high 15 homers and stole 15 bases with a .290/.339/.456 line in his first 

full season in Triple-A last year. ZiPS projects Barreto with 16 homers and 17 steals in 137 games this 

year. Look for his strong defense and speed/power combo to be benefiting the Athletics in no time. 

 

             FROM NBC SPORTS       

Shohei Ohtani is having a brutal spring training 

By Craig Calcaterra 

Spring training is tough for players under the best of circumstances. Even in an age when players work 

out all year, getting back into the swing of baseball-at-full-speed is tough. Many players spend the bulk 

of February and March knocking off the rust and getting their timing back. Because of this — and 

because the games have no real stakes — it is not wise to take spring training statistics super seriously. 

Especially if the player in question is assured of a spot on the roster and is trying to avoid injury before 

the regular season arrives. 
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Spring training for Shohei Ohtani is doubly difficult. Not only does he have to knock the rust off from the 

offseason, but he (a) has to get used to a new country and language; (b) has to get to know all new 

teammates, coaches and, really, an entirely new baseball culture; and (c) do all of that while dealing 

with a media crush that hasn’t been seen in baseball since Ichiro first arrived 17 years ago. In short, 

Ohtani is under massive pressure and has to make massive adjustments in a short time. 

With that said, neither the Angels nor Ohtani can be all that pleased with how his spring training has 

gone. In two actual major league exhibition games he’s allowed eight runs in two and two-thirds innings. 

Seven of those came on Friday when he was shelled by the Rockies in an inning and a third. If you 

include B-games against minor leaguers, he has allowed 17 runs on 18 hits, four of which were homers, 

in four games. As a hitter he’s 2-for-20. 

As Jeff Fletcher of the OC Register notes, Ohtani’s peripherals are not bad, as he has struck out a lot of 

guys and walked very few and the average on balls in play against him has been brutal, which is not 

super sustainable. Bad luck and some fat pitches at a time of the year when luck doesn’t really matter 

and the pitches, because of the rust, are likely to be fatter than normal. 

As Fletcher also notes, Nolan Arenado, who faced Ohtani on Friday, said that his stuff looked good and 

that he’s going to be a good big league pitcher. Ohtani and Angels officials are all striking the right notes 

about bad luck and adjustments, saying that they’re not worried. 

I imagine they’d be worrying even less if things had gone well this spring. Unless of course this is just a 

professional wrestling-style work aimed at getting more of us to watch his regular season debut, in 

which he’ll reveal that he was sandbaggin’ all along. 

 

             FROM LARRY BROWN SPORTS      

Angels GM not guaranteeing Shohei Ohtani will make Opening Day roster 

By Larry Brown 

When the Los Angeles Angels surprisingly signed Japanese star Shohei Ohtani in December, the 

prevailing thought was that they had landed a front-end starter who could help them with a playoff 

push. There were some considerations that Ohtani could even bring some power to the lineup as an 

occasional DH. 

But after Ohtani has struggled as both a hitter and pitcher in spring training, there are now no 

guarantees that he even makes the club’s Opening Day roster. 

Speaking on Friday, Angels GM Billy Eppler left open the possibility for Ohtani to begin the season in the 

minors. 

http://www.rotoworld.com/player/mlb/7213/shohei-ohtani
https://www.ocregister.com/2018/03/16/another-rough-day-for-shohei-ohtani-prompts-more-questions-for-angels-3/
http://www.rotoworld.com/player/mlb/6212/nolan-arenado
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“It’s too early to make a judgment right now,” Eppler said of Ohtani Friday, via the Los Angeles Times’ 

Mike Digiovanna. “I know there’s an inherent human desire to want to know. We’re intellectually 

curious. But often times, you have to allow things to develop a little bit before getting to that point of 

trying to figure something out.” 

Had Ohtani been pitching well, you have to figure this wouldn’t have even been a question and that 

Eppler would have been able to give a definitive answer. But with him struggling as much as he has, one 

has to wonder whether some time in the minors might be best for Ohtani’s development. 

As a batter, Ohtani has gone 2-for-20 (.100) with three walks and seven strikeouts. As a pitcher, Ohtani 

has allowed 17 runs (15 earned) and 18 hits over 8.1 innings. But he does have 19 strikeouts compared 

to just three walks, which shows the kind of stuff he has. 

The Angels had been planning to go to a six-man rotation and perhaps carry one less batter thanks to 

Ohtani’s anticipated presence. If they do not feel he is ready yet for the majors, that could alter things 

greatly for the club. 

For what it’s worth, Angels manager Mike Scioscia is maintaining confidence in Ohtani and believes the 

two-way player is “close” to turning a corner. 

 

                 FROM YAHOO! SPORTS      

Angels GM isn’t promising Shohei Ohtani spot on opening day roster 

By Mark Townsend 

Coming into spring training, it seemed the biggest question surrounding Shohei Ohtani was whether 

he’d start the Los Angeles Angels season opener as a pitcher or the team’s designated hitter. The point 

being, Ohtani’s inclusion on the opening day roster was considered to be a foregone conclusion from the 

moment he signed in December, until he first took the hill in the Cactus League. 

What a difference three weeks make. 

What was considered a guarantee then, is far from a sure thing now. That’s the word straight from Los 

Angeles Angels camp, where it’s become clear that Ohtani’s spring training performance as a pitcher and 

a hitter have the team concerned he won’t be ready or able to contribute on opening day. 

According to Mike DiGiovanna of the Los Angeles Times, as a result of Ohtani’s struggles, the Angels are 

at least keeping open the possibility of starting him in the minor leagues. That comes after the team 

received its latest dose of startling reality on Friday, when Ohtani was shelled by a lineup filled with 

Colorado Rockies regulars. 
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Ohtani was tagged for seven runs in an inning plus in that particular outing. That raised his spring ERA to 

16.21. That number includes the six runs he allowed in a “B” game to the Tijuana Toros. 

Jeff Fletcher 

Shohei Ohtani's spring so far: 8 1/3 innings, 18 hits, 17 runs, 15 earned runs, 19 strikeouts, 3 walks, 4 

HRs. #Angels (Corrected K total) 

Offensively, he hasn’t been much better. Some scouts have suggested he would need at least 500 at-

bats in the minors to help his development with the bat. Given his two-way status, that would be akin to 

two-plus years in the minors. Obviously, the Angels aren’t going to wait that long to test him in the 

major leagues, but it sounds like they’ll at least make Ohtani prove he’s one of their 25 best players right 

now. 

Here’s more from the LA Times story: 

Eppler said the Angels have given no assurances to Ohtani that he will be on the opening-day roster. 

One benefit to the Angels by starting Ohtani at triple-A Salt Lake and keeping him there for the first 15 

days of the major league season is that it would push his free agency back by a year. 

“It’s too early to make a judgment right now,” Eppler said. “I know there’s an inherent human desire to 

want to know. We’re intellectually curious. But often times, you have to allow things to develop a little 

bit before getting to that point of trying to figure something out.” 

Time and patience may prove to be the two most important words in this story. That goes for the 

Angels, for Ohtani himself, and for the fans who want to reach an immediate verdict. 

Though some believe Ohtani will be a different player when the games start to count, this doesn’t seem 

to be a situation where he can simply flip a switch. That’s not to say he can’t figure it out, or that he 

won’t be a contributor soon. Chances are he will be once he makes a few adjustments. But the Angels 

feel like they have a playoff team this season, and that means winning games has to be a priority too. 

If someone else helps them more now, that’s the direction the Angels should go. If they get the added 

benefit of Ohtani gaining more polish in the minors and really helping them later on, they’ll have come 

out ahead on two fronts. 

The reality is, there would be no shame for anyone involved if it’s determined Ohtani needs time in the 

minor leagues. There might be, though, if the two sides can’t put the future before the present. 
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      FROM THE WASHINGTON POST      

Shohei Ohtani’s spring struggles underscore the difficult path to two-way 
success in MLB 

By Dave Sheinin 

Shohei Ohtani’s arrival in Major League Baseball this winter was met with so much hype, anticipation 

and historic recalibration — he is seeking to become the first full-time, two-way player since Babe Ruth 

100 years ago — that we may have forgotten, if only briefly, the difficulties facing him in that pursuit. 

There is a reason no one, not even great two-way prospects such as Dave Winfield and Josh Hamilton, 

had seriously attempted, let alone pulled off, this double play: Baseball is too specialized, with hitters 

and pitchers on separate, detailed, daily programs, to allow for someone to do both. 

But Ohtani has other factors working against him, namely his move from Japan’s Pacific League to MLB, 

with its jump in talent-level and international scrutiny. He is also just 23 years old and at this point 

technically still a prospect, as underscored by his No. 1 ranking in MLB Pipeline’s top-prospects list. 

Perhaps, then, Ohtani’s struggles this spring for the Los Angeles Angels should not be a major surprise. 

With Opening Day just 10 days away, Ohtani’s spring ERA sits at 16.21 (including one outing in a “B” 

game against a Mexican League team), with four homers allowed in 8 1/3 innings. (He does, however, 

have 19 strikeouts, and his fastball has been clocked as high as 98 mph, additional confirmation that his 

raw stuff will certainly play in this league.) 

At the plate, he has been just as ineffective — or worse — going 2 for 24 (.083) and occasionally 

appearing overmatched by big league pitching. Most MLB talent evaluators were in agreement from the 

start that he was further along as a pitcher than as a hitter when he signed with the Angels in December. 

Ohtani’s two-way struggles have led to speculation the Angels could decide to send him to the minor 

leagues to start the season. Such a move would have the added benefit of delaying his major league 

service-time clock, possibly giving the Angels an extra year of control over him before free agency. 

The Angels, however, have played down the possibility of a late-spring demotion, with General Manager 

Billy Eppler expressing continued optimism in Ohtani’s two-way skills: “The track record [in Japan] gives 

us the confidence to move forward with him as a two-way player,” he told reporters this weekend. 

“We’re not going to get into roster decisions,” Manager Mike Scioscia told reporters. “I can only say that 

Shohei’s talent is real. Obviously we believe in it. We anticipate him being ready to both pitch and hit 

when the season starts and we’re going to work hard to reach that goal from now until we start the 

season. 

Scioscia insisted all the signs are present — namely, health and ability — that would indicate everything 

is fine with their young superstar, even if the stats would indicate otherwise. 
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“We’re looking at the process. We’re looking at, on the pitching side, his pitch execution. If that’s a little 

bit off, is it a mechanical issue? Is it just a release-point issue? Spin rates, things like that — we know 

what Shohei is capable of. That’s how we’re measuring him. … We’re not measuring him on ERA.” 

The Angels open their season on March 29 at Oakland Alameda Coliseum against the A’s. The possibility 

of Ohtani lining up as designated hitter on Opening Day, then striding to the mound two days later to 

start the season’s third game, remains a fascinating and historic story line that could dominate the 

season’s first week, if not beyond. A small sample-size of struggling in his first four weeks in a new 

country, against new competition, doesn’t mean he can’t excel here. 

But if this spring has shown us anything, it is that we can’t assume immediate and sustained success for 

this unique and revolutionary player. When Ohtani struggles, he may look twice as bad as anyone else. 

 
 
It’s hard not to be excited about Shohei Ohtani, the ‘Babe Ruth of Japan’ 

By Norman Chad 

Who among us is not rooting for the Babe Ruth of Japan, Shohei Ohtani, other than perhaps the 

Bambino himself from the great beyond? 

(I’ll say this — if Ohtani were a New York Yankee, I might have trouble rooting for him. The Yankees have 

collected a postmodern Murderers Row, with Manny Machado and maybe Bryce Harper on the way 

next year. As my Uncle Nathan used to say, “The belief in a supernatural source of evil is not necessary; 

Yankees alone are quite capable of every wickedness.”) 

Japan’s finest pitcher/hitter is coming to America — well, California — to join the Los Angeles Angels. 

Ohtani, 23, bats left-handed and pitches right-handed. Playing for the Nippon Ham Fighters, he was the 

Pacific League’s most valuable player in 2016 — he hit .322 with 22 homers in 323 at-bats, and he had a 

10-4 record with a 1.86 ERA and 174 strikeouts in 140 innings. 

When he’s not pitching, Ohtani has been an outfielder and a designated hitter. 

The Angels plan to use him as part of a six-man pitching rotation, deviating from MLB’s standard five-

man rotation, and likely as a DH. 

(Probably the most successful six-man rotation of all time was the rock band Foreigner. The Trump 

White House also has experimented with it among its senior advisers.) 

Ohtani has been a sensation in Japan — Ohtani-made gloves sell for $450; by comparison, you can 

exchange a Dennis Rodman basketball jersey in North Korea for a DVD of “Weekend at Bernie’s.” 
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For all the hype surrounding Ohtani — I haven’t been this excited since the 1981 debut of the McRib — 

this isn’t the first time the Angels have traveled down this two-way road. 

Oh, you don’t remember Willie Smith? 

Playing for the 1964 Angels, Smith, a left-hander, pitched in 15 games and was in the outfield for 87. He 

hit .301 with 11 homers and had a 2.84 ERA in 31 2/3 innings. 

(Column Intermission: Le Moyne — coached by Patrick Beilein, starting five of Tom Brown, Isaiah 

Eisendorf, Robert Jones III, Anthony Richards and Russell Sangster — has reached the Division II Elite 

Eight to be played in Sioux Falls, S.D., this week. Three Ws for a national title! The NCAA politely declined 

my offer to referee or announce all of the games.) 

Of course, Smith’s numbers pale compared to the greatest two-way player ever . . . Alfred Kinsey. 

I’m kidding. 

I mean Babe Ruth himself. 

Ruth was a starting pitcher for the Boston Red Sox from 1914 to 1917 before transitioning to his dual 

role in 1918-19. In those two seasons, he hit .312 with 40 homers and 174 RBI, mostly as a left fielder, 

and had a 2.55 ERA in 299 2/3 innings, with 30 complete games in 34 starts. 

He was also an unmatched two-way threat — eating and drinking — on most intercity train travel. 

Conventional thinking says it is extremely difficult to be both a pitcher and a hitter. Fiddlesticks. I’ll tell 

you what’s a tough proposition — being both a Hatfield and a McCoy. 

And, not to diminish Ruth or Ohtani, but history has actually produced countless multifaceted 

professionals. 

Isaac Newton was a physicist and a theologian. 

Winston Churchill was a statesman and a writer — he won the 1953 Nobel Prize in literature. 

Friedrich Engels was a Marxist and a fox hunter. 

Benjamin Franklin might’ve been the greatest polymath since Leonardo da Vinci — yes, polymath; look it 

up, chumps — a politician, Freemason, author, inventor, even a postmaster. That’s right, he all but 

delivered the mail while flying a kite in a thunderstorm. 

Walter Ray Williams Jr. is a bowling champion and a horseshoes champion. 

Then there was Ferdinand Magellan. Not only did he navigate the Strait of Magellan in 1520 — who 

couldn’t see that coming? — he completed 25 Sudoku puzzles on deck daily before lunch. 
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Couch Slouch, by the way, can walk and chew gum at the same time. Check that: Couch Slouch can sit on 

the chesterfield and chew gum at the same time. 

So, despite a rough spring training, Ohtani should be able to pitch and hit, and overcome a minor elbow 

injury; I’d use a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory, or Flintstones Gummies. 

Go get ‘em, Shohei! 

Ask The Slouch 

Q. What if the NCAA changed it so that “one-and-done” referred to one game and done? Think how 

exciting the college hoops season would be — every game would be a new set of players, Duke might 

beat Kansas on one night and lose to Samford the next, coaches would have to recruit 200 players each 

year. Fun for all! (Mark Habeeb; Arlington, Va.) 

A. If this fella wants to take over my column for a year, he has my blessing. 

Q. I see where Tony Romo received a “sponsor’s exemption” to play in a PGA Tour event this week. Any 

chance President Trump will receive a similar exemption from Russia? (Mitchell Shapiro; Rockville, Md.) 

A. Pay the man, Shirley. 

Q. How long after his death will John Calipari still be complaining about his burial site? (Terry Golden; 

Vienna, Va.) 

A. Pay this wise soul, too. 

 

      FROM FANRAG SPORTS NETWORK      

MLB’s most underrated players | AL West 

By Kate Morrison 

It somehow both feels as though spring training began months ago, and that we’re overdue for games 

that count. As we march toward the beginning of the regular season, it’s time to point out some names 

that might enter the year underrated. 

Houston Astros 

Whole articles have been written on Marwin Gonzalez and the nature of his contributions to the 

Houston Astros, the utility player seems to disappear under the flashier names, particularly in the 

infield. Gonzalez has been one of Houston’s most important pieces. His ability to play seemingly 

anywhere but pitcher and catcher gives the Astros the ability to shuffle lineups in case of emergency. 
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Unlike the traditional utility player, though, Gonzalez contributes with the bat as well. While playing 

seven positions over 134 games last year, Gonzalez batted over .300. While expecting Gonzalez to keep 

that high a level of production, he is certainly no slouch — he doesn’t get the level of respect he 

deserves. 

Los Angeles Angels 

The Angels signed Zack Cozart in December of 2017, one of the few major transactions to occur during 

one of the deadest offseasons in recent history. Of all the names on this list, Cozart is the most well-

known, and some might argue that an All-Star (as he was for Cincinnati in 2017) cannot be underrated. 

However, his production has been overlooked, despite being one of the better shortstops in the 

National League for years. That ability at shortstop is underrated, too, even within the league. It’s 

understandable that the Angels have asked Cozart to move to third — he was going to move to second, 

until the trade for Ian Kinsler — but on any other team, he could still play short with aplomb if given the 

chance. 

Texas Rangers 

No one expects a sidearmer with a top velocity in the 80s to be a lights-out closer, and no one expects 

him to be able to repeat. It’s not clear if Texas will ask Alex Claudio to hold down the late innings the 

way he did in 2017, but the lefty has proven that he can be effective from any position in the bullpen. 

With his stature and arsenal, Claudio will be required to prove himself from year to year, no matter the 

quality of results he produced the season (or seasons) prior. 

Seattle Mariners 

James Paxton has walked the thin line between underrated and disappointment his entire career, but 

this may be the year when he can shed both labels. Paxton had his best year to date in 2017, finally 

matching results with a measure of endurance. When he’s healthy, Paxton is one of the most exciting 

pitching talents in the league, but an inability to stay healthy has kept him off the radar for the most 

part. He is incredibly important to the 2018 Mariners. Felix Hernandez has looked less like the King in 

these waning years of his career, and if the Mariners are going to have any chance of breaking through 

to the playoffs, they’ll need Paxton to repeat his 2017. If he can do that, he’ll be neither disappointment 

nor underrated. 

Oakland A’s 

By definition, everyone on the Oakland Athletics save now-injured pitcher Jharel Cotton is underrated. 

The A’s have hit a rough patch in their rebuilding cycle, and while they have talent on their roster, it just 

doesn’t match up on paper to the rest of the American League West. However, the overall mediocrity of 

the A’s has hidden the underrated Matt Chapman. One of the top products of Oakland’s farm system, 

Chapman has yet to have a breakout season (which is understandable, since 2017 was his first major 

league experience), but he projects to be an extremely solid bat and glove, the kind of stability the A’s 
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could use. Long the one bright spot in a dismal A’s farm, he’ll likely get the chance this year to prove he’s 

the start of the Oakland march back to relevance. 

 

      FROM THE JAPAN TIMES       

Shohei Ohtani working diligently to get up to speed on MLB level 

By Jim Allen 

TEMPE, ARIZONA – Now that slugging pitcher Shohei Ohtani has reached the promised land, it’s time for 

him to make good on his promise — although the day that happens appears some way off. 

Despite the velocity of his fastball in Japan and his booming batting practice missile launches in Arizona, 

American baseball fans are wondering when or if the hype about “Japan’s Babe Ruth” will be justified in 

the major leagues. 

Through his first three weeks in spring training and exhibition games, pitcher Ohtani has shown flashes 

of brilliance when able to adjust to the unfamiliar mound. But his progress with the bat has been slow. 

Ohtani has been a huge hit, however, with his teammates. His smile and presence in the Los Angeles 

Angels spring training clubhouse in Tempe, Arizona, has made a solid impression. 

“He’s always joking, laughing, talking. He wants to learn English so fast. He’s a nice kid. He’s fun. We all 

like him,” catcher Rene Rivera told reporters after a March 2 game in Phoenix. 

Ask an Angels player about Ohtani, and you get more or less the same answer: He’s a great pitcher, a 

great hitter and a great teammate. It’s as if their reading off cue cards. 

“He has a special talent, he’s got a special arm . . . and we’ll get him as many at-bats as we can,” 

manager Mike Scioscia told MLB Network. 

Bullpen coach Scott Radinsky, asked about how to fit Ohtani into a lineup perceived as being filled with 

loaded hitters, said, “Hopefully, he’s one of those loaded hitters. He’s shown that he can do it (hit). All 

he’s got to do is stay healthy.” 

One scout, who as a youngster was a teammate of a Japanese veteran making his major league debut, 

wasn’t surprised by the positivity. 

“All the players are saying the right things,” he said. “Everyone on the team got the message to be 

positive. So for now, at least, everyone will be saying what a good player he is. If he doesn’t produce or 

the team doesn’t win, that might change. 

“They’re carrying an extra roster spot, so it’s really a matter of how much everyone buys into it.” 
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Ohtani has also managed the transition to a different kind of spring training with relative ease. 

Major league spring workouts are less intense but occur every day instead of five or six days a week as 

they do in Japan. This subtle shift can trip up Japanese players who try to get in their accustomed work 

without the benefit of days off. 

“I like practicing every day, so that’s been a pleasure,” Ohtani said on March 2, but admitted it was not 

easy at the start. “The first week (of practice) was really hard, until I got used to it and found my 

rhythm.” 

“I had to tread lightly and be careful, not being familiar with how we practice or the routines and 

wondering how to go about them. But now I’m used to it.” 

But getting used to both hitting and pitching at a high level in the States has been another thing. 

“Both are extremely hard. Even in practice games, I feel my teammates’ level is very high, both in terms 

of power and speed,” Ohtani said. 

American mounds are harder, higher and shaped differently than those in Japan, where they vary from 

park to park. The major leagues’ ball, too, is different, slightly larger and heavier with lower seams and a 

smoother surface than the ball he’s used to. 

“The (mound) slope is more severe, but if I throw properly, it will be easier, and that comes from 

practice,” Ohtani said. “Repeating things in the proper order is necessary, and putting that all together, 

starting in practice, is the answer.” 

Although Ohtani’s pitching has varied from sublime to subpar, his batting form has become an issue. 

According to Yahoo Sports’ Jeff Passan, one major league scout told him Ohtani looked like a high school 

hitter, “because he’s never seen a good curveball.” 

Good curves are common in Japan, but former Hanshin Tiger star Matt Murton told Kyodo News they 

tend to act differently from those in the majors and look differently — with less rise out of the pitcher’s 

hand. 

“The MLB curveballs are harder with more of a hard downward action that doesn’t pop out of the 

hand,” said Murton, who is now working in baseball operations with the Chicago Cubs. 

Whether those differences are caused by different pitching styles, balls or mounds is not clear, but the 

same differences that trouble him as a pitcher have steepened his learning curve as a hitter. 

The two-seam, sinking fastball, is a common weapon in the majors, but is rare in Japan. Because the 

mounds here are softer and lower, and the ball here is less slippery, the two-seamer is hard to execute. 

But as a hitter, Ohtani will have to learn to recognize it and hit it from scratch. While he hit curveballs 

well in Japan, he will need to identify their American cousins and adjust. 
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And, as a veteran MLB scout told Kyodo News last winter, Ohtani will have to be adjusting on both sides 

of the ball at the same time, something nobody else has tried at the big league level since Babe Ruth. 

“It’s going to be tough,” former big league pitcher Shigetoshi Hasegawa said. “I thought it would be 

easier than it was. That was pretty tough for me, even just for pitching, so it’s going to be pretty tough 

(for Ohtani), because he’s got so many things to do.” 

 

       FROM TMZ        

Angels’ Shohei Ohtani Could Change Baseball Forever … Says David Eckstein 

Angels star Shohei Ohtani could be leading a baseball revolution -- so says MLB postseason legend David 

Eckstein.  

We spoke to the '06 World Series MVP after he paid a visit to Halos spring training ... and he told us 

Ohtani -- the team's huge offseason signing who can pitch, play outfield and DH -- is the real deal. 

But the more interesting takeaway -- Eckstein told us Ohtani's just the beginning of a new wave of 

super-athletes who can play both ways!! 

"If you start looking at more of the lower levels, and especially now going into college, you see that's 

where the game's going. And he might be the first," Eckstein said. 

Eck knows all about trailblazing -- the 5'6'' shortstop paved the way for Jose Altuve and all the other 

small ballers of today! 

 

http://www.tmz.com/person/shohei-ohtani/
http://www.tmz.com/person/david-eckstein/
http://www.tmz.com/person/david-eckstein/
http://www.tmz.com/person/jose-altuve/

